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The Hobson left Bermuda on 25 October escorting
the Ranger for the attack on Morocco. The carrier and
her screen met R/Adm. Kent Hewitt’s Western Naval
Task Force in mid-ocean on the 28th and split up
again on 7 November.

On 12 May 1952, LIFE magazine carried a
three-page story headed “Wasp Splits the
Hobson.” Illustrated with a drawing of a carrier

ramming a smaller ship and photos of oil-blackened
survivors, it detailed a disaster off the Azores where the
27,000-ton Wasp collided with the 1600-ton Hobson.

Life also mentioned the fact that Wasp had been a
veteran of the Pacific Theater in the Second World
War. But it made no mention of the Hobson’s record.

In fact, the Hobson had served in every major US
naval action of the European War and in the last
great action of the Pacific. She had been hit by a
kamikaze and survived. And she had six Battle Stars
and a Presidential Unit Citation.

INTO SERVICE
The Hobson was built as DD-464 and named after

R/Adm. Richmond P. Hobson. The widow of that
Spanish-American War hero sponsored the ship when
she was launched at Charleston Navy Yard on 8
September 1941. The United States had entered the
war by the time the ship was commissioned the
following 22 January 1942, so, after shakedown and
training, she was assigned to escort the carrier Ranger
with a cargo of Curtiss P-40 Warhawks for Africa. On
her return, she conducted more training until October
when she was sent to Bermuda for escort duty.

On D-Day, 8 November, the Ranger’s group arrived
off Fedhala with the Hobson screening the carrier as it
launched planes for an attack on Casablanca. These
operations are always risky for the screening ships
since the carrier must always head into the wind as it
launches or recovers. If the wind shifts, the carrier
must turn, signaling the smaller ships as it moves. If
the signal is missed and the escort maintains the
previous course, there is danger of collision, but the
launchings against Morocco proceeded without a hitch.

The Ranger’s planes were attacked by Vichy French
Dewoitines and Moranes over Casablanca. Shore
batteries and gunners on the incomplete battleship Jean

USS Hobson (DD-464) on 4 March 1942 off Charleston, South
Carolina. At this time, the destroyer was finished in

Camouflage Measure 12 (Modified). As typical of the time
period, the ship photo has been censored to remove radar

antenna and the Mk. 37 gun director.

The widow of R/Adm. Hobson christens the ship on
8 September 1941.

Although the war was only days old for the US, this January 1942 photograph gives a small idea of what was coming for the
Axis. Photographed at the Charleston Navy Yard, destroyers are being refitted and fitting out (from left to right): USS Tillman
(DD-641), USS Beatty (DD-640), USS Hobson, USS Anderson (DD-411), USS Hammann (DD-412), and USS Mustin (DD-413).
The three incomplete destroyers on the left are in Camouflage Measure 12 while the ones being refitted on the right are in
Camouflage Measure 12 (Modified).

She served in every major US Naval
action of the European and in the last
great action of the Pacific. She even
survived a kamikaze attack. Still, the
destroyer USS Hobson received little
public acclaim — until she was sliced
through by the aircraft carrier USS Wasp
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During Operation Torch, one of the
problems Hobson and her fellow ships

ran into was the incomplete French
battleship Jean Bart. Moved to

Casablanca with the Vichy French,
there were no facilities to complete the

ship and many of her smaller guns
were moved to land for anti-aircraft

use.  However, with the Allied invasion
she fired 25 shells from her one

operational 15-in turret and nearly
scored hits on the cruiser Augusta and

battleship Massachusetts. The
American battleship retaliated and at

least seven of her 16-in shells hit Jean
Bart along with bombs from the

Ranger’s SBD Dauntlesses. She sank
at her dock. After V-E Day, the ship

was repaired and then sailed to France
(seen here) for completion.
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Hobson escorted USS Ranger during the famous mission to
launch USAAF Curtiss Warhawks.


